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Abstract
This Authorea document template can be used to prepare documents according to a desired citation style and authoring
guidelines. Abstracts are not always required, but most academic papers have one and writers should know how to produce
a useful abstract. An abstract should be a very short, clear and concise summation of the entire paper. An abstract should
provide enough of a preview that a typical reader will know whether or not they wish to read the paper. It should reveal both
the purpose and conclusions of the paper.

Introduction
The format of this template follows the typical journal publication which includes an abstract for summarizing the article, an introduction, results and conclusion. Examples of an equation, list and citation
are also included.

The purpose of the introduction
Most academic introductions follow an ‘inverted pyramid’ structure: they start broad and narrow down to
a specific thesis or research question. The introduction should reveal
1. some broad knowledge of the overall topic
2. references to related and prior work in the field of investigation
3. succinct overview of the major point of the paper.

Materials and Methods
Lorem Ipsum.
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Results
Lorem ipsum.

Discussion
Lorem ipsum.
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Conclusion
The conclusion should reinforce the major claims or interpretation in a way that is not mere summary [R Core
Team, 2017]. The writer should try to indicate the significance of the major claim/interpretation beyond
the scope of the paper but within the parameters of the field. The writer might also present complications
the study illustrates or suggest further research the study indicates is necessary [Hausfather et al., 2017].

Acknowledgments
Lorem ipsum.
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